
HOW TO HIRE A SUPPORT WORKER 
A GUIDE FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH A DISABILITY AND THEIR 

FAMILIES LIVING IN NEW BRUNSWICK  



Please note: This guide is not financial or legal advice. It is intended to provide general 

information to help you learn more about the employment process hiring a support worker. 

For legal, financial or other professional advice, contact a lawyer, accountant or other 

appropriate professional. If there is any conflict between the laws and this guide, the laws will 

prevail. The New Brunswick Association for Community Living is not responsible or liable for 

any problems that come up when people employ hire their own workers. 
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Is this guide for me? 

 
Are you a person with a disability who lives in New Brunswick? Do you get money from a job, a 

government program or another source? Would you like to use some of that money to hire 

someone to support you and your life in the community? Are you a friend or family member of 

someone who wants to hire their own worker? 

  

If you answered yes to these questions, this guide may help you or someone you know hire a 

support worker. Hiring a worker may give you more choice and control. But hiring a worker 

also involves many responsibilities or things you will have to do. For example, when someone 

starts working with you, you are responsible for training, paying and managing that person.  

 

As you read through this guide, consider that hiring a worker has many side to making it work 

well. Hiring a worker can be complicated. This guide does not provide all the information you 

need to hire a worker, but can introduce you to the responsibilities and help you get started.  

 

If you want to hire a worker, you may want to talk to a family member, friend or someone else 

you trust. They can give you advice and help you. Professionals, such as lawyers and 

accountants, may also be able to give you advice and help you hire a worker. 
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What’s in this guide? 

 
Is this guide for me? 

Who can help me through this process? 

How do I figure out what I need help with? 

What about live-in support?   

How does my worker get paid? 

How do I create a job description that fits my needs? 

How do I advertise that I’m hiring a worker? 

How do I interview people for the job? 

How do I decide who to hire? 

How do I hire someone? 

What do I do when my worker starts the job? 

What happens when the job ends? 

How can I build a good working relationship with my worker?  
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Who can help me through the process? 

Hiring a support worker has many steps.   

There are many things to think about when finding the right 
support worker for you.  It can seem overwhelming at times.  
It’s a good idea to think about the steps you may need help 
with and who is in your life that could help you.   

For example, maybe you need help writing a job description 
and sharing it with people.  Maybe your sibling is a good writer 
and could help you. 

 

Here are some people you could ask for help: 

 Friend, 

 Family member, 

 Neighbor, 

 Someone from your faith community.  

 

People I could talk to about hiring a worker:  

 

. 

 

 

NAME PHONE NUMBER 
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You might also be supported by an organization in your 
community.  You could consider asking them for help as 
well.  Just make sure the person you ask isn’t someone you 
are already paying directly to be in your life, like another 
support worker.   

They may try and talk you out of hiring a new support 
worker as it may mean less work for them.   

 

 

Here are some organizations you could ask for help: 

 Ability New Brunswick 

 Canadian Deafblind Association-New Brunswick Inc. 

 Canadian Mental Health Association of New Brunswick 

 Canadian National Institute for the Blind  

 Easter Seals New Brunswick 

 Learning Disabilities Association of New Brunswick 

 Muscular Dystrophy Canada 

 Neil Squire Society 

 New Brunswick Association for Community Living Inc. 

 Premier’s Council on the Status of Disabled Persons 

 Saint John Deaf & Hard of Hearing Services 

 South-East Deaf & Hard of Hearing Services 
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How do I figure out what I need help with? 

Before you can hire a support worker to help you with your day-to-day activities, you need to know what you 
need help with.  
 

What do I do every day?  
 

 

 MORNING AFTERNOON EVENING 

Making breakfast  Eating lunch  Making dinner  

Getting dressed  Working  Walking my dog 

Going to work  Going home  Watching TV  

When you are trying to find out your needs, a good place 
to start is by listing the things you do every day. Make a 
schedule of the things you do.  After you list the things you 
do now, you can add things you would like to do in the 
future.  

 
Example      
 
This is what Tanya normally does Monday to Friday:  
On Saturdays and Sundays, Tanya likes to clean her home, 

play with her dog and spend time with her family and 

friends.   

 

In the future, Tanya would like to volunteer, take a 

swimming class on Thursday nights and do errands on the 

weekend, such as going to the bank and buying groceries. 
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MORNING AFTERNOON EVENING 

   

   

   

   

   

Now it’s your turn:  Make a list of things or activities you do on a 

regular day at home and in the community. 

MORNING AFTERNOON EVENING 

   

   

   

   

MORNING AFTERNOON EVENING 
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List the things or activities you would like to do in the future: 

List the things or activities you do once or twice a week: 



Which roles and activities do I need help with? 

After you make a schedule, look at all of your roles and activities or things you would like to do that you can’t 
do on your own. Think about which ones you can do on your own and which ones you need help with. 

Make a list of the roles and activities you need help with, when you do them and how much time each one 
takes. This will tell you why and when you need support from someone else. Sometimes, people you know 
may be willing to help you. Sometimes, you may need to hire someone and pay them for helping you. This 
information will help you write a job description and hire someone who is right for you. 

Example  

Tanya needs help: 

 going to the bank and grocery store (every Saturday for 1 hour) 

 volunteering at a local food bank;  
 learning how to swim (Thursday nights for 1 hour), and 

 planning new activities with friends (2 hours each month). 
 

Now it’s your turn. Make a list of the roles and activities you need help with. 

 

. 

 

 

Roles and Activities  
I need help with 

When I do this activity Time each activity takes 
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There are three different ways your workers get paid.  How your worker gets paid 

depends on how and if you receive funding from the Department of Social Development 

or if you provide the money yourself to pay your worker.  All three options are described 

in detail below: 

You might be receiving money from the Department of Social Development to pay your 

support worker. There are two different ways that Social Development can provide 

funding.   

 

1  The first option is called traditional/ social worker managed support.   

Traditional / Social Worker Managed Support  With this option your social 

worker will approve you for specific services each month and you will be mailed a 

billing form for each month of the year. It is your responsibility to pay your support 

worker for the hours they work each month and then fill out the billing form and 

submit it to get reimbursed. You can only claim up to the maximum number of 

hours approved by your social worker. On the billing form it will list the name and 

contact information of the individual to submit the form to. You can submit the 

finished form by mail or in person.   

 

The information you write on the billing form includes: 

 The name, address and Medicare number of each of your support workers, 

 The types of shifts your support worker(s) completed: day time, overnight etc., 

 The rate of pay for each shift and 
 The total each support worker was paid. 

 

Once your billing form is submitted it is processed by a government office called 

the New Brunswick Internal Services Agency (NBISA). Once your form is processed 

you will receive a cheque by mail or the money will be deposited directly into your 

bank account if you have arranged for direct deposit.  

 

How does my worker get paid? 
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2  The second option is called Self-Managed Support. 

Self-Managed Support  This is a new option available through 

Social Development’s Disability Support Program as of September 

2016. Self-managed support was created to give people more 

flexibility and control over their disability supports.  

Similar to traditional / social worker managed support you will be 

approved for specific services each month. With self-managed 

support you will receive your monthly funding at the beginning of 

each month and can use this money to pay your support workers. If 

you do not use all your funding in a specific month then you are 

allowed to carry this money over within the calendar year.  

You also have the ability to move money from one type of support to 

another as long as the support is disability related and something 

that was agreed to in your Disability Support plan. With self-managed 

support you are responsible for filling in a monthly statement of 

expenses document and keeping receipts of how the money is spent.  

This paperwork is then submitted once a year to Social Development 

to review. You should also keep a copy for yourself. All financial 

records should be kept for at least seven years.  

With both types of management it is a good idea to keep funding received 
from Social Development for disability supports in a separate bank account 
from all your other money. This makes it easier to show how the money 
was spent.  
 

3 The third option is paying your support worker with  

 your own personal money. 
 

This option doesn’t happen very often as it expensive to use your 
own money to pay a support worker.  You may have savings you 
could use to pay or support worker or you may be given money from 
a family member to help pay a support worker.  If you think this is an 
option for you, it’s a good idea to talk to a family member or friend 
about how it would work.   
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How much does my support worker get paid? 
 
Support workers are paid at least minimum wage per 
hour, unless there is another arrangement like having a 
support roommate who receives a lump sum each month.  
If you are receiving funding from the Department of 
Social Development through the self-managed option, 
then you can be approved to pay your support worker up 
to a $14 an hour.  
 

What does it mean to be self-employed? 
 
Depending on how your support worker is paid, they may 
be considered self-employed.  For example, if you receive 
funding from Social Development through the traditional 
social worker managed option then your support worker 
will be self-employed.  This means the support worker 
does not work for the Department of Social Development 
or another community agency or organization.  They work 
for themselves.  This means they are responsible for 
paying their own deductions like Employment Insurance 
and Canada Pension Plan (CPP).   
 

Who else can help me do all the roles and 
activities I want to do? 
 
You may not always need a paid worker to help you do 
roles and activities and get more involved in your 
community. Talk to family members and friends to see if 
there are other ways you can get support for the roles 
and activities you want to do.  
 
For example, local volunteers, community centres, clubs, 
places of worship and other groups could help you with 
activities you want to do. Look at your list of activities. 
Decide which things are most important for you and 
when you need the most support from a worker. Pick the 
roles and activities you need help with the most. 
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Example – Job description  
 

Job summary     
Support worker for young woman with a disability.  
 

Duties  
 Help person do errands like going to the bank and 

buying groceries  
 Help person learn swimming at community based 

swimming lessons  

 Help person plan new activities with friends and in 
the community  

 

Qualifications  

 At least two years training and/or experience 
working with someone with a disability  

 Valid Driver’s License, reliable vehicle and valid car 
insurance  

 Valid Criminal Record Check and Vulnerable Sector 
Search conducted within the last 6 months  

 Good attitude and desire to work with someone  
one-on-one  

 First Aid and CPR Certified  
 

Working conditions  
Some lifting required for grocery shopping and helping 
with swimming lessons. Work will occur in the person’s 
home and community. Work is part-time: 10 hours per 
month during evenings and weekends.  
 

Wages and benefits  
$13 per hour 

How do I create a job description that meets my needs? 

Now that you know what your needs are and 
how much help you can afford, you can write a 
job description to meet your needs.  
 

What is a job description?  
 
Job descriptions outline basic information 
about a job. Job descriptions tell people who 
are interested in the job what the job is about. 
A job description can help them decide if they 
are qualified for the job and if they want to 
apply for it.  
 

How do I write a job description?  
 
When you are ready to write a job description, 
think about what you want help with. What 
skills would a support worker need to help you 
with those activities? Did you have a worker 
before that you really liked? Think about that 
worker’s qualities and skills. 

 

When people write job descriptions, they 
usually include:  

 Job summary: a short description of the job  

 Duties: a detailed list of the activities you 
want the worker to do. Put the most 
important duties first.  

 Qualifications: the things someone requires 
to do the job right, such as education, skills, 
experience and personal traits. Decide if 
people must have these skills or if they can 
learn them on the job.   

 Working conditions: the job’s physical 
requirements, location and hours of work  

 Wages and benefits: how much you will pay 
the worker and information about any other 
benefits you will offer, such as vacation time 
or access to a car. 
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Job summary: 
 
 
 

Duties : 
 

 
 
 

Qualifications:  
 

 
 

 
 
 

Working condition: 
 
 
 
 
 

Wages and benefits:  
 
 
 

What is a Social Development Prior Contact check?  This is an extra layer of checking that can be done 

over and above a Criminal Record Check and Vulnerable Sector Check.  This check is run through the 
Department of Social Development and checks specifically for the treatment of children and adults.  It’s 
possible for someone to have been investigated for abuse or negative treatment of a child or adult but never 
convicted.   
 

The Social Development Prior Contact check will see if any potential support workers have been involved in 
any investigation relating to: 

 A court order about a child’s safety,  

 Someone who has been investigated by the Department of Social Development relating to a child’s safety, 

 Someone who has been investigated by the Department of Social Development relating to a an adult’s 
safety, and  

 Someone who runs a service in a dangerous or destructive way.   

It’s important to note that members of the general public, like individuals and their families, are not able to 
request a Prior Contact Check by themselves.  Only the Department of Social Development or another 
community organization has the ability to request this type of check.  You must be working with a community 
organization with this ability if you want this check done.  If you are interested in having this extra level of 
background check done please talk to the agencies and organizations you are supported by and ask them if 
they have the ability to request this type of check.   

What is a valid Criminal Record Check 

and Vulnerable Sector Check?    

The people who apply for the job could be 

strangers. A Criminal Record Check and 

Vulnerable Sector Check are documents that 

can help you know the people who apply for the 

job are safe. Police departments make these 

documents. You can call your local police 

department for more information about these 

documents. You may want to ask the people 

who apply for the job to give you a copy of a 

recent Criminal Record Check and Vulnerable 

Sector Check. If these documents are old, they 

may not contain all the information you need to 

know if a person is safe.  These documents 

should not be any older than 6 months.   

Write the job description for the worker you want to hire: 
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If you have your own website, you could post the job 
there. And, you could use social media tools, such as 
LinkedIn, Facebook, YouTube or Twitter, to tell people 
about the job. 
 
Also, you could talk to someone at your local 
newspaper about advertising the job. These job ads 
usually cost money. To save money, keep the ad short. 
Rather than including all the information that is in your 
job description, just include a few details and ask 
people to contact you for more information. 
 

How do I advertise that I’m hiring a support worker? 

When your job description is ready, you can:  

 tell people about the job  

 advertise the job, and  

 accept job applications from people. 

 

How do I tell people about the job?  

The best way to start spreading the word about your 
job is by talking to people, such as: 

  family, friends, neighbours, acquaintances,  

 people you know at agencies where you may  
have received support, and  

 people who already have a worker or who have 
hired a worker in the past.  

 
They may already know about workers who can 
support your needs. If this doesn’t help you find 
possible workers, you can advertise the job. It can 
help you tell even more people about the job.   
 

How do I advertise a job?  
 
There are many ways you can advertise a job. You 
can make a poster using your job description and 
post it on bulletin boards in your community. For 
example, you could post it at libraries, businesses, 
community organizations, universities and colleges.  
 
You may want to advertise your job on the Internet. 
You could talk to community organizations and 
associations you deal with. They may be able to post 
your job ad on their websites. You can also post job 
ads for free online using such websites as:  
 Kijiji (www.kijiji.ca) 
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What information should I include in the 
job ad ? 
 
Most of the information in the ad should be about the 
job. These are details that you wrote in the job 
description. But make sure you include your contact 
information, such as your phone number and/or email 
address.  
 
You can also ask people to apply for the job in a specific 
way. For example, you may want them to send you a 
résumé.  
 

Example  
 

Seeking (or Looking for): support worker for 
young woman with a disability.  
Needs help with banking, grocery shopping and learning 
to swim. Evenings and weekends. Training provided. 
Valid Criminal Record Check and Vulnerable Sector 
Search required.  
 
Please send résumé to Tanya by June 1 at 
workerneeded@email.com.  
Call 555-555-5555 for more info.  
 
 

Write your own job ad below:    

 

How should I ask people to  

apply for the job?  

You can ask people to apply for your job by 

sending a letter and/or résumé that outlines 

why they are a good person for the job. You can 

decide how you want people to apply for the 

job you are offering. But whichever way you 

choose, you may want to receive all résumés in 

the same way. This will make it easier to pick 

the people you want to interview for the job.    
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How do I interview people for the job? 

Once people apply for the job, you need to interview the best people who 
applied to find out which one you would like to hire.   This involves:  

 looking at the résumés and picking the people you want to interview  

 calling the people you want to interview  

 interviewing the people, and  

 thinking about and deciding who you may hire from the interviews.  

A resume should list all the jobs a person has had.  Look at the types of jobs 
people have done in the past to see if they have the right kind of experience to 
be your support worker.  A resume should also list a person’s education and 
training.  You want a person’s employment experience and education to match 
the duties and responsibilities in your job description.   

 

How do I pick the people I will interview?  

To pick the people you want to interview, you need to look at and think about 
all the résumés you received. Depending on how many résumés you received, 
this can be a big job. You may want to ask a family member, friend or someone 
else you trust to help you.  
 
Look at all of the applications you received. Compare them to the information 
you put in your job description. Do any of the people that applied sound like 
they would be a good worker for you? Which applications are the best? Which 
has the potential to have a positive relationship with you?   
 
If some of the people who applied sound good, you can invite them for an 
interview to find out more about them. If you did not receive any good 
applications, you do not have to interview anyone. Instead, you could try 
posting your job ad in different places. 
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Where should I do the interviews?  
 
You could do the interviews in a public place, such as a 

meeting room at a community centre or a meeting 

room at your local library. This is for safety because 

some people you interview could be strangers. For 

added safety, you may want to ask someone you trust 

to attend the interview with you.  Make sure the place 

you do the interview has some privacy as you will be 

talking about personal details about yourself.  For 

example, a coffee shop is a public place but everyone in 

the coffee shop will hear you talk about yourself and 

what you need help with.  A room with a door in a 

public place is best.   

 

What do I need to tell people when I contact 

them for an interview?  

When you call people to invite them for an interview, 

tell them:  

 where and when you will do the interview.  

 how long you think the interview will take, and  

 what they need to bring with them.  

 

When you call people about an interview, you can also 

ask them if they will need any accommodations or 

support at the interview. For example, if one of the 

people you are going to interview uses a wheelchair, 

you can accommodate that person by doing the 

interview in a place that is wheelchair accessible.    

What should I ask people to bring to 

the interview?  

You should ask everyone you interview for a 

list of references. This is a list of people, such 

as past employers and/or teachers, who 

know the people you are interviewing. You 

can call references for more information 

about the people you are interviewing. This 

information can help you decide who to hire.  

 

Ask people to bring valid Criminal Record 

Check and Vulnerable Sector Search 

documents with them to the interview. The 

people you interview will have to get these 

documents from their local police 

department. It is their responsibility to pay 

for these documents. Also, ask people you 

are interviewing to bring proof of 

qualifications you require for the job, such as 

a driver’s license if you will need the worker 

to drive you places. 
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How do I prepare interview questions?  

You can use the job description you created earlier to help you prepare interview questions. 
Look at the duties and qualifications you want the worker to have. Ask questions that will help 
you find out if the people you are interviewing have the right experience, skills and attitude for 
the job. You can ask a friend, family member or someone you trust to help you prepare and help 
you at the interview. 

 

Example  

Tanya wants to find out about people’s training and past work experience.  
She decides to ask these questions:  

 Are you trained to work with people with a disability? Tell me about your training.  

 What experience do you have supporting a person with a disability?  
 
Tanya also wants to know how people will act and support her in certain situations. To do this, 
Tanya comes up with two situations that could happen when she is with a worker:  
 

 When you come to work at my home one Saturday, my mom is over and tells you 
that we should go shopping, but I would rather stay home and cook meals for the 
week.  
What would you do?  

 We arrive at my swim class and it is cancelled. I get very upset when I miss 
swimming. How would you handle this situation?  

 
 

For additional potential interview questions please see Appendix A  
 
 

Are there interview questions that I should not ask?  
 
Yes, interview questions should always relate to the job. Interview questions that are too 
personal are inappropriate, such as questions about a person’s age, race, religion, sexual 
orientation and politics.  
 
Visit New Brunswick’s Human Rights Commission’s website for more information about this:  
http://www2.gnb.ca/content/gnb/en/departments/nbhrc/human-rights-act/summary.html 
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What are the best answers for my interview 
questions?  
 
After you have written all the interview questions, think 

about each question. What is the best answer for each 

one? What are all of the things you would want 

someone to say? Make a list of these things. When you 

need to pick a worker, your answers will help you 

decide who is best.   

 

What do I need to do at the interview?   

At the interview, you are the interviewer. Here is a list 

of what you can do at an interview:  

1. Welcome the person you are interviewing and 

introduce yourself.  

2. Review the person’s job application with them 

and ask any questions you have.  

3. Review your job description with the person and 

ask if they have any questions.  

4. Ask your interview questions and take notes on 

the answers you get (or ask someone else to take 

notes).  

5. Ask the person if they have any questions and 

answer them.  

6. Ask the person for their list of references, 

Criminal Record Check and Vulnerable Sector 

Check and anything else you asked them to bring.  

7. Thank the person for coming and tell them when 

you will decide who you want to hire.  

 

This list outlines what most employers do at 

interviews. You can use this list to help you 

keep track of what you need to do, but feel 

free to change it to meet your needs.  

You do not need to pay people to be 

interviewed. It is important to listen and let 

the people you are interviewing do most of 

the talking.  

 

If I get someone to help me with the 

interview, what is their role?  

If you ask someone to help you with the 

interview, it is up to you to tell them what 

you want them to do. You can ask them to:  

 just be there for support.  

 help you ask interview questions, or  

 take notes on how the people answer 

your interview questions.  

When the interviews are finished, you could 

also ask this person to help you decide who 

to hire. 
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What makes a good interview? 

People who are serious about working for you will likely act a certain way during an interview.  It’s 
important to know what makes a good interview.   
 

Things to consider include: 

 How is the person dressed?  Are they wearing professional/ appropriate attire? 

 Do they provide good answers to your questions? 

 Do they show interest in you and your life? 

 Do they use appropriate and inclusive language?  

 Did they arrive on time for the interview?   

 Do they have a good personality?   

 Do you feel comfortable around them?  

 Did the person give good answers to the questions you asked?  

 Do we have any interests in common? 

 

What if the interview doesn’t go well? 
 
During interviews, you could be meeting strangers.  You want the people you’re interviewing to act a 
certain way.  The people you’re interviewing should be professional and appropriate, but they may not 
always show the best behaviours.   
 

Consider if the person: 

 Is late for the interview 

 Uses inappropriate language or jargon  

 Shares inappropriate stories 

 Is not paying attention (for example, is checking his or her phone during the interview) 

 Has a strong focus on the wage and not the position 

 Doesn’t have enough references or any references  

 Makes demands in the interview  

 Makes you feel uncomfortable  

 

It’s important to pay attention to these details.  If the person shows one or more of these behaviours it 
could be a sign that they are not the right person for you work with.   
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When you finish interviewing people, you need to decide who to hire. 

Here are some things you can do to help you decide:  

 Look at the notes you took about each person’s answers to 

your interview questions. Think about their answers and the 

best answers you made for each question. Which person’s 

answers are closest to the ones you wanted to get?  

 If someone helped you with the interview, you can ask them 

for advice and talk to them about the people you interviewed.  

 Contact the references people gave you for more information.  

 Look at the Criminal Record Check and Vulnerable Sector Check 

documents you received to make sure the checks are recent 

(within the last 6 months).  

After you get all this information, compare it to your job description. 

Which person has the skills you want in a worker? Which person do you 

think will be the best worker for you?  

 

What do I need to do to call references for more 

information?  

Before you call references, prepare questions you want to ask them. 

These questions may be different from the interview questions you 

asked. You can also ask questions about things the person said in the 

interview. But don’t ask questions that are too personal, such as 

questions about a person’s age, race, religion, sexual orientation and 

politics. 

 

 

How do I create a job description  

that meets my needs? 
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When you call the references, introduce 
yourself and say why you are calling before you 
start asking questions. After the people answer 
your questions, thank them for their time.  
 

What if I don’t think any of the people I 
interviewed will be a good worker?  
 
If you don’t think any of the people you 
interviewed will be a good worker, you don’t 
have to hire anyone. Don’t worry. This happens 
sometimes. You can advertise the job again, 
get new applications and do new interviews.  
 
You could call the people you interviewed to 
thank them for applying for the job and tell 
them your decision. They may want to know 
why you do not want to hire them. You can tell 
them, but you don’t have to. If you do tell 
them, be honest and give them useful advice 
about what they could do better next time. Do 
not tell them what their references said about 
them.  
 
That information is private. 

Example  

Questions to ask references.  

Tanya interviewed Jen for the job. Jen gave Tanya 

three references she could call. The references are all 

past employers. Tanya will ask Jen’s references these 

questions: 

 What were Jen’s duties as your employee? 

 What were Jen’s strengths and weaknesses? 

 On a scale of 1 to 10, how was Jen at her job 

and why? 

 I need someone to help me with banking, 

grocery shopping, swimming and planning 

new activities. Do you think Jen could do 

these tasks well? Why? 

 Would you hire Jen again? 

 Is there anything else you would like me to 

know about Jen? 

 Is Jen reliable?  Is she honest?  Is she 

dependable?  Is she a positive person?  Is 

she friendly? 
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After you decide who would be the best worker for you, you can call the 

person to say that you would like to hire them if they are still interested in 

the job. This section will tell you about:  

 what to do whether the person refuses or accepts your job offer  

 employment contracts, and  

 paying your worker.  

 

What do I do if the person does not accept the job offer?  

If the person is not interested in the job you need to decide if you would like 

to offer the job to any of the other people you interviewed. If you don’t think 

any of the other people you interviewed would be a good worker for you, you 

can advertise the job again, get new applications and do new interviews.  

 

What do I do if the person accepts the job offer?  

If the person accepts the offer to work for you, set up a meeting to discuss the 

details of the job and when the person will start the job. You can meet the 

person at your home to show them where they will be working. You do not 

pay the person to attend this meeting. Before you meet the person you are 

hiring create an employment contract or support worker agreement.  

The contract outlines all the details about the job, including your 

responsibilities and your worker’s responsibilities. You and the worker can 

sign the contract at the meeting. This will help protect you and your worker if 

there are any disagreements about your responsibilities later on. 

 

 

 

How do I hire someone? 
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Self-Employed vs Employee 
 

There are several differences between 
being self-employed and an employee.  If a 
person is self-employed they have to pay 
their own taxes to government and their 

Canada Pension Plan premiums.   
 

They may also have to charge HST (if they 
earn over $30,000 per year for the work 

they do).  But if a person is your employee 
then you have to deduct income tax and 
CPP and EI premiums and also pay the 

employer’s share of these premiums.  You 
will also have to pay vacation pay and may 

have other obligations as an employer.   
 

If you are receiving supports from the 
Department of Social Development’s self-

managed option your support workers may 
be considered your employees.   

What information do I need to put in an employment 

contract or support worker agreement?  

Making employment contracts and agreements for 

workers can be complicated. In New Brunswick, 

privately hired support workers can be considered to 

be self-employed or an employee  of an individual 

and their family.  Make sure the worker understands 

what it means to be self-employed.  Contracts and 

agreements often include sections on:  

 Job duties and tasks, 

 Personal rules and requirements (for 

example, being on time, not using your 

phone for personal calls, not smoking in your 

house, etc.),  

 Work schedule (days and hours of work),  

 Rate of pay and pay schedule (how much 

and when you will pay the worker),  

 Time of year when the person will not work 

(and will not be paid during these times if 

they are self employed),   

 Information about taxes and other 

government rules,  

 Trial period (this is trying out your worker for 

a short period of time, such as three months, 

to make sure the worker can support your 

needs. At the end of the trial period, you can 

decide to keep the worker or let the worker 

go, based on how well they work), and  

 Ending employment or the support worker 

agreement (this could include rules about 

when a worker wants to quit, such as how 

many days notice they need to give you 

before they can quit).  
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Should I tell the other people I 
interviewed about my decision?  

 

After you and your worker sign the contract, 

you could call the other people you interviewed 

to thank them for applying and tell them your 

decision to hire someone else.  

They may want to know why you don’t want to 

hire them. You can tell them, but you don’t 

have to. It is best not to give them too much 

information, just in case they use that 

information against you later.  Keep it short and 

simple.  If you do tell them, it is good to be kind, 

but honest, and give them useful advice about 

what they could do better next time. Do not tell 

them what their references said about them. 

That information is private.  

 

 

 

 

How do I pay my worker?  

Paying your worker can be complicated at first, 

so it’s good idea to ask.  You may want to 

discuss payroll with people you trust. You 

could ask a family member or friend to help 

you.   

You might be receiving money from the 

Department of Social Development to pay 

your support worker.  If this is the case you 

will be mailed a billing form each month.  It’s 

up to you to fill out the billing form and submit 

it to your Financial Case Manager at Social 

Development.  

 The information you write on the billing form 

includes: 

 The name, address and Medicare number 

of each of your support workers,  

 The types of shifts your support worker(s) 

completed: day time, overnight etc.,  

 The rate of pay for each shift and 

 The total each support worker should be 

paid.   

 

The self-managed support option is different 

from what is described above.  If you manage 

your own support funding each month please 

refer to that section entitled “How does my 

worker get paid?   
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When your worker starts, you may need to:  

 train them  

 build a good working relationship with them, and  

 protect yourself and your property.  

 

What does training include?  

Training your worker means showing and telling your worker what you want them 
to do and how you want them to do these things. This could include talking about:  

 your daily activities  

 your worker’s duties, and  

 any rules you have, such as not wanting your worker to smoke in your 
house.  

 

Writing instructions or asking them to make notes about things your worker needs 

to do could help them learn, because they could be learning a lot of new things all 

at once.  

 

Example  

Tanya trains Jen, her new worker Tanya wants Jen to help her with grocery 

shopping. When Jen starts, Tanya gives Jen a list of her favourite meals to help her 

know what they’ll need to buy at the grocery store on the weekend. 

What do I do when my  

support worker starts the job? 
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Training your worker is also an opportunity for you 

to get to know each other. You can introduce your 

worker to your family and friends. Try to build a 

good working relationship with your worker. But 

remember, you are in charge and you may change 

your mind over time. Your worker should follow your 

directions. You must pay your worker for training.  

 

How do I protect myself and my property?  

The worker you hire may be a stranger. It is very 

important to protect yourself and your property. 

Here are some tips that may help you do that:  

 Before your new support worker starts working 

for you, make sure you get a Criminal Record 

Check and Vulnerable Sector Check. Your local 

police department can give you more information 

about this.  

 Know when abuse or neglect might be happening.  

 Never give your credit card, banking information, 

PIN numbers and other personal information to 

your worker.  

 Check your bank and credit card statements each 

month for strange activity.  

 Check your phone bills to make sure you are not 

charged for calls you did not make.  

 Keep your medications, valuables, money and 

personal documents in a safe place.  

 Have a plan in case your worker stops working for 

you and make sure you get back any house keys 

you gave them. If you can’t get them back, change 

your locks. 

 

 

 

 

How do I know when abuse or neglect 
might be happening?  
 

Knowing when abuse or neglect might be 

happening is one of the most important ways 

to protect yourself and your property. There 

are many kinds of abuse, including:  

 Physical abuse (pushing, hitting or rough 

handling)  

 Sexual abuse (inappropriate touching, 

forcing you to do sexual acts, making you 

look at sexual pictures or videos or making 

inappropriate sexual comments)  

 Emotional abuse (bullying, creating fear, 

keeping you away from family and friends 

or not giving you privacy)  

 Verbal abuse (using offensive language or 

making threats)  

 Financial abuse (stealing your money or 

financial information or forcing you to give 

your financial information). Financial abuse 

can also happen when a support worker 

claims to have worked more hours than 

they actually did or they claim more in 

expenses than they actually spent.  

 

Neglect is when someone is not taking care of 

your health and safety needs or denying you 

food or medication.   If you think you are being 

abused or neglected in any way, talk to a 

family member, friend or someone you trust. If 

you need urgent help, contact the police. 
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Sometime in the future, your worker’s job may end. This could happen 

because:  

 you no longer need or want your worker’s support, or  

 your worker decides to quit.  

 

Why would I no longer need or want my worker’s support? Someday you 

may no longer need your worker. This could happen because your needs 

have changed and you no longer need support. You may decide you don’t 

want your worker’s support because your worker:  

 stops providing the support you need.  

 does not follow your rules or instructions. 

 does not show up for work or often arrives late.  

 steals your money or personal property, or  

 abuses or neglects you, 

 speaks to you or about you in inappropriate or negative language or 

tone.   

 

What do I do if I no longer need or want my worker’s support?  

Whether you no longer need or want your worker’s support, you need to 

end your worker’s employment. Sometimes this is called firing your worker.  

 

Think carefully about the reasons why you think the job should end. If you 

are having problems with your worker, you may want to discuss them and 

try to solve them as they come up. You could give your worker a chance to 

improve (unless it is a serious situation like theft or abuse). But if the 

problems continue, you can end your worker’s employment.  

What happens when the job ends? 
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How do I end my worker’s 

employment?  

Plan how you will end your worker’s 

employment. Some steps you could take 

include:  

 Having a back-up plan until you hire 

someone else or having another worker in 

place who will be able to start right away.  

 Deciding when the worker will stop working 

for you:  

 In serious cases, such as theft or 

abuse, you could fire the worker right 

away.  

 In other cases, you should give the 

worker days or weeks of notice.  

 Writing a letter to your worker that says you 

are ending their employment or support 

worker contract. You do not have to give 

reasons why you are ending their 

employment or contract.  

 Creating a list of things that the worker 

needs to return to you, such as your house 

keys. 

 Completing any financial or legal documents 

that may be needed (you should discuss this 

with a professional, such as a lawyer or an 

accountant).  

 Having a family member, friend or someone 

else with you when you fire the worker (this 

can be for safety reasons if the worker gets 

angry or starts arguing with you).  

Be professional and respectful when you talk to your 

worker about ending their job.  

 

Why would my worker quit the job?  

Your worker could decide to quit for many reasons. 

For example, your worker may have found a new job 

or decided to move out of town. You can ask your 

worker why they are quitting, but they do not have to 

tell you.  

 

What happens if my worker decides to quit?  

If your worker decides to quit, make sure they tell you 

ahead of time so you can find a new worker or get a 

back-up worker to help you. Your contract should say 

how much notice your worker needs to give you 

before they quit. If they were a good worker, you may 

want to offer to provide a reference for them in the 

future. 
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Building a good working relationship with your worker can 

help them provide you with the support you need. Sometimes 

managing relationships with workers can be difficult. If you 

are having a hard time with your worker, you may want to ask 

a family member or friend for help.  

 

Here are some tips that may help you build a good 

relationship with your worker:  

 Tell your worker when they do something well and thank 

them for doing a good job.  

 Support your worker when they want to improve their 

knowledge and skills. Give them time to take courses. 

 Talk and listen to each other.  

 Regularly tell your worker how they are doing. This will 

help them improve.  

 Let your worker tell you about concerns, ideas and 

suggestions.  

 Train your worker and help them learn how they need to 

support you.  

 Give your worker a chance to improve unless it is a serious 

situation like theft or abuse.  

How can I build a good working relationship  

with my support worker ? 
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Support Worker Interview Questions 

Name:  

Date: 

 

1. Tell me a bit about yourself. 

 

 

2. What do you understand about being a support person? 

 

 

3. What aspects interest you the most? 

 

 

4. What in your background/education/experience has prepared you to be a good support person? 

 

 

5. What contact/relationship have you had with someone who has a disability? 

 

 

6. What are the words you would use to describe a person with a disability? 

 

 

7. How would you describe a good life for an adult with a disability? 

 

 

Appendix A 
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8. What does inclusion mean to you? 

 

9. How you talk about me to your friends and acquaintances is very important. They need to know that 

you value and respect me as a person so language should be valuing and respectful. Can you do that?  

How would you describe our relationship to your friends? 

 

10. Scenario Question: Facilitator to create a likely scenario question based on the individual 

 

11. Can you give an example of a time you had to handle conflict in a work environment?  What did you 

do? 

 

12. What aspects of personal care are you comfortable with?  Have you had experience with total care? 

 

13. How do you deal with stress? 

 

14. What are your hobbies and interests? 

 

15. Do you have a car that you can use for work purposes? 

 

16. Have you completed a Criminal Record Check and Vulnerable Sector Check in the last 6 months?   

If not, are you willing to get and provide these checks before a final decision is made about the position?   

 

17. What is your availability/What are you looking for right now? 

 

18.  What would you like me to know about you that I did not ask? 
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Support Roommate Interview Questions 

Name:  

Interviewing for (name of individual):   

Date: 

 

1. Tell me a bit about yourself. 

 

 

2. Why do you want to be a support roommate? 

 

   

 

3. What is your educational background?   

 

 

4. What in your background or job experience has prepared you to be a good support roommate? 

 

 

 

5. What contact or relationship have you had with someone who has a disability? 

 

 

 

6. What are the words you would use to describe a person with a disability? 

 

 

 

 

Appendix  B 
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7. How would you describe a good life for an adult with a disability?  

 

 

8.  How you talk about me to your friends and acquaintances is very important. They need to know that    

you value and respect me as a person so language should be valuing and respectful. Can you do that? How 

would you describe our relationship to your friends? 

 

 

9. What does inclusion mean to you? 

 

 

 

10.  What does your average day look like (what time do you get up/go to bed, evening activities) 

 

 

 

11. How busy is your social life, how often do you typically have friends over? 

 

 

 

12. Where do you see yourself in two years? 

 

 

 

13. What are your hobbies/what do you like to do in your spare time? 
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14. Two Words: Pick One 

 Are you organized or go with the flow? 

 Are you spontaneous or a planner? 

 Would you say your living environment is neat & tidy or comfortable and lived in? 

 Would you consider yourself an introvert or an extrovert? 

 Are you someone who takes initiative or follow someone else’s lead? 

 

15. Can you describe a situation in which you’ve dealt with conflict?   

 

 

 

16. Have you ever had an experience sharing a house with a non-family member?   

 

 

 

17. How would your past roommates describe you? 

 

 

18. How do you keep yourself organized in everyday life? 

 

 

 

19.  How would you help support someone else with organization? 
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20. How would you need to be supported in a living arrangement in which you are supporting someone else? 

 

 

21.  What do you expect from the person you live with? 

 

 

22. Do you have a car that you can use for work purposes? 

 

 

23. Do you have car insurance? 

 

 

24. Do you have any pets? 

 

 

25. When can you start? 

 

 

26. What’s one thing that I wouldn’t know about you, even after this interview? 

 

 

27. Have you completed a Criminal Record Check and Vulnerable Sector Check in the last 6 months?  If not, 

are you willing to get and provide these checks before a final decision is made about the position?   
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28. With all support roommates there is an on-call component in which it’s important that the roommate is 
easily accessible – by phone or email.  This means leaving your phone on even when you are not working.  
Would you be comfortable with this? 
 

 

 

29. Support roommates do not always get time off for stat holidays or get paid extra as support roommates 

are paid a monthly stipend.  Do you have any questions about this? 

 

 

 

30. Will you sign a roommate agreement and a statement of confidentiality? 

 

 

 

31. Do you have any questions? 
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